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Not all books tell stories in words. Some books 
use pictures. They’re like grown-up comics –  
and they’re exciting to read. Welcome to the 
world of graphic novels.

graphic novels: 
The Big Picture

What is sTranGe abouT  

poinT blanc school?

Do you read manga from  

left to right?

What makes obelix so strong?

1 

2 

3

Focus
finD ouT The ansWers  

To These QuesTions.
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A real-life hero.
King

You’re never too young to die...
Alex Rider

With superheroes,  
anything can happen.

The Silver Surfer

A dark and scary future.
V for Vendetta

Learn the language  
of comic books.

Manga and Fowl

Zooming In...
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Spooky stuff from Japan.
Ghost Hunt

With superheroes,  
anything can happen.

The Silver Surfer

Life with slime, boils and goo!

Fungus  
the Bogeyman

Learn the language  
of comic books.

Manga and Fowl
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The silver surfer is a superhero. he firsT 

appeareD in a comic sTrip in 1966.

Superheroes

Then he appeared in a longer story  

called The silver surfer. it was a book,  

not a comic. The graphic novel was born.
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BATMAN

Batman fights crooks and 
rescues people in trouble.

Great artwork and strong 
stories! 9/10

THIS WEEK’S  
STAR HERO

Superman

Batman

Spider-Man

Wonder Woman

The Hulk

Captain Marvel

More

Welcome to Graphic Novel Review 
The website about superhero graphic novels

http://www.graphicnovelreview.world
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Comic

Shorter – about  
   32 pages

Lots of stories

Paper cover

Looks like a magazine

Mostly about 
superheroes and  
funny characters

For younger readers

Comics vs Graphic Novels
What’s the difference?

Graphic Novel

Longer – mostly over  
   100 pages

One story

Card cover

Looks like a book

Sometimes about 
ordinary people 

For older readers

Graphic novels in libraries:

•	 There	 are	 lots	 of	 GNs	 in	 libraries

•	 Check	 out	 your	 local	 library	 for	 some	 cool	  
 superhero adventures

•	 Borrowing	 books	 is	 free!

NEWS

http://www.graphicnovelreview.world
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Elektra

Elektra is another superhero. She is an assassin who 
uses two swords called sai.  She has been in comics 
and graphic novels. Elektra first appeared in Daredevil 
comic in 1981. The comic had stories about other 
characters, too. Later, Elektra had a comic of her own.
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Elektra was a popular character with older readers. 
She started to appear in graphic novels.  
The first one came out in 1990. It was called 
Elektra Lives Again.

The film elekTra came ouT in 2005
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Graphic novels soon became popular.

some of them became best-sellers,  

like fungus the bogeyman. fungus’s job 

is to scare people. he loves dirt and  

anything that stinks.

Best Sellers

asterix was another popular series of 

graphic novels. The asterix books came 

from france.
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Diary of an Asterix Fan
7th August 
 
First day of my holiday. Today I read my 
favourite book again , Asterix the Gaul. Asterix 
lives in a small village in Ancient Gaul. He’s very 
strong because he drinks magic potion . The best 
part is when he bashes the Romans.

11th August 
 
Today I read Asterix in Britain . This book is 
really funny – my dad likes it too. The best part 
is the rugby match. Obelix is a great character. 
He’s really strong because he fell into the magic 
potion as a baby.

14th August 
 
I finished Asterix and the Roman Agent today. I 
love these graphic novels. They are full of jokes, 
silly names and fantastic drawings. I want to get 
all 33 books!
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What makes a  
best seller?

Best sellers have strong characters and stories. They 
are popular with children and adults.

funGus, asTerix, TinTin anD The snoWman 

have all been maDe inTo films,  

Tv carToons anD plays.

GN FACT
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Country: Belgium

Series: Tintin

About: the adventures  
of a young reporter and  
his dog Snowy.

Fact: this series of  
books has sold over  
200 million copies in  
50 languages.

Hergé

Country: UK

Book: The Snowman

About: a Snowman that  
comes to life.

Fact: the book has  
no words at all!

Raymond Briggs

Author File:

Author File:

© Hergé/Moulinsart 2008
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manga are comics and graphic novels  

from Japan. They are very popular all 

over the world. The WorD ‘manGa’ means 

‘craZy skeTches’. They spread from Japan in 

the 1990s. Tv series like pokémon were based 

on manga.

Manga Mania
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Don’t miss Melton’s Massive

New to manga? 

Then come and find out more! 

See the amazing range  

of comic books  

from Japan.

MANGA FAIRMANGA FAIR

We stock manga for 

young and old
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MANGA FAIR

Weekly and monthly comics
Manga collections

All types of manga for sale!All types of manga for sale!

- Dragon Ball

- Fruits Basket

- Naruto

- Death Note

- Love Hina

- Battle Club

- Ghost Hunt

- Pokémon

Top-selling manga in English:

Hundreds of graphic novels  

for girls and boys

Action! 
Romance! 
Drama! 
Comedy! 
Adventure! 
Sports! 
Sci-fi! 
Fantasy! 
Mystery! 
Horror!
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Right to Left

Most manga stories are printed in comics first. 
Each comic has different series in it. After a while,  
the stories from one series are put together. They are 
made into a graphic novel.
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most manga are written from right to left.

Japan has special manga cafés.

The most popular manga series are made 

into anime. anime are animated cartoons. 

some manga books are 850 pages long  

they are called ‘phone books’!

each year in Japan, people spend over 

£2,000,000,000 on manga!

MANGA FACTs
•

•

• 

• 

•

phone books
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WHAT’S ON THE PAGE?

Close up:
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larGe panel

small panel

speech bubble

frame

movement lines

close-up

symbols and large letters
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Artemis Fowl

heaDinG

bolD TexT

capiTal leTTers

DusT effecT maDe 

by compuTer

exTra larGe panel 

To shoW seTTinG

DeTaileD DraWinG 

To seT The scene

capTion
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Spin-off Spy

alex riDer is a cool TeenaGe spy. he firsT  

appeareD in The novel sTormbreaker.  

The novel Was Then maDe inTo a film.

noW alex riDer is in Graphic novels, Too. 

These are baseD on The books anD films – 

They are ‘spin-offs’.
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Dear Matt, 

Happy birthday! I hope 

you have a great day and 

that you enjoy this book.

It’s the graphic novel of 

Stormbreaker. I’ve seen 

the film – it’s about a 

boy called Alex Rider.  

He finds out that his 

uncle was a spy.  

Then he’s asked to go on 

a mission for MI6.

The film had lots of 

action and gadgets, 

like James Bond.

I may be an uncle but 

I’m glad I’m not a spy  

(I don’t want to be shot!).

Love from

 Uncle Bob
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Dear Uncle Bob, 

 
Thanks for the Stormbreaker 

graphic novel – it’s great! 

 
It’s an exciting story and the 

drawings are by a manga artist. 

 
I like the motorbike  

chase at the start best. 

 
I’d like to be  

Alex Rider! 

 
Yours, 
 
Matt
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Scary School!

alex rider bites his nails when  

he is worried. That’s not so cool!

FUN FACT

The second Alex Rider novel is called Point Blanc.

Point Blanc: the Graphic Novel is about a school which 
is built on top of a snowy mountain! Alex Rider goes 
there to solve a mystery.
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These graphic novels are also  
based on books, TV and films:

•	The	 Hobbit

•	Doctor	 Who

•	Artemis	 Fowl

•	Star	 Trek

•	Heroes

The Tv show heroes has a 

graphic novel spin off
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More than stories

marTin luTher kinG Was a real-life hero. 

he leD black people in america To fiGhT  

for Their riGhTs. his story is told in pictures 

in the graphic novel king. There are three 

volumes of king.
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King Vol.1 by Ho Che Anderson

Review

By  Sumi Ako - see my other reviews

This book tells the true story of Martin Luther 

King. He was a church leader in the USA. In the 

1950s and ’60s he helped black people to get 

the same rights as white people.

http://www.graphicnovelfans.world
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The book is a biography 

set out like a graphic 

novel. The comic book 

style is a great way to tell 

this story. The pictures 

are black and white but 

they are very powerful. 

They really bring the 

events to life. You feel 

you are there with King 

– making speeches and 

going on protest marches. 

 

I enjoyed this book. It made 

me understand how hard 

life was for black people in 

America. Read this book if 

you like graphic novels or 

history!

Average Review

Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

http://www.graphicnovelfans.world
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Real life in pictures

 
Maus

about: The author’s  
  father.

story: Tells how the Nazis made him suffer.

fact:  Some of the characters have  
  mice heads.

KING tells the real-life story of Martin Luther King. 
These three graphic novels also tell true stories  
in pictures.
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Comanche Moon

about: The last days of the Comanche Indians.

story: Tells how the Comanches lost their land.

fact:  An exciting history book.

  
Ethel and Ernest

about: Raymond Briggs’  
  parents.

story: Tells how they  
  survived a war.

fact:  Briggs also wrote  
  The Snowman.
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A Dark Tale

v for venDeTTa is a famous Graphic novel by 

alan moore. iT’s seT in an unhappy fuTure.  

a man in a GUY FAWKES mask appears. he is 

calleD v anD he fiGhTs back aGainsT The  

evil rulers.
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Profile :  Alan Moore  
Comic Book Legend
Job: 

Writer of comics  
and graphic novels.

Most famous books: 
V for Vendetta.  
Watchmen.

Comic characters he has worked on:  
Swamp Thing, The Hulk,  
Batman, and many others.

Other writing:  
Novels, poems, short stories  
and a film.

Music:  
Played in a band called  
‘The Sinister Ducks’.

Awards: 
Has won over 20 awards and  
prizes for his comic book writing.
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Other facts: 
•	 He	started	out	drawing	cartoons.

•	 He	is	a	vegetarian.

•	 He	performs	magic.

•	 He	‘appeared’	as	himself	in	 
 The Simpsons in 2007.

•	 Many	of	his	stories	have	 
 been made into films.
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New Directions

The first graphic novels were about superheroes.  
They have come a long way since then. V for Vendetta 
is about real people. There are no monsters or 
spaceships in it. Persepolis is the true story of a girl 
growing up in Iran. It’s the author’s life story. In 2007  
it was made into a film.
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The first graphic novels were long comics.  
Now, they come in different formats. There are 
special books for collectors. These are printed  
on expensive paper. And there are graphic 
novels on the Internet!
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Ancient Ancient means very old.

Assassin Someone hired to kill a another person.

Biography A person’s life story written by another person.

Comanche Native American Indians, pronounced ‘kuh-man-chee’.

Fantasy Stories about magic and adventure.

Gadget A small object that does something clever.  
 Alex Rider has zit cream that can eat through steel.

Gaul	 The	 old	 Roman	 name	 for	 France.

Guy Fawkes A man who lived about 400 years ago in England.  
	 He	 tried	 to	 kill	 the	 King	 by	 blowing	 up	 the	 Houses	  
 of Parliament

Nazi The Nazi party ruled Germany during World War II.  
 The Nazis were cruel to many groups of people.

Potion A drink that makes something happen.

Vegetarian A person who doesn’t eat meat.

Vendetta A fight that goes on for a very long time.

Glossary
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Artemis Fowl, Ghost Hunt, 
Alex Rider and V for Vendetta!

The Art of manga!

welcome to the world of 
GRAPHIC NOVELS.

www.risingstars-uk.com
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